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The system of work of the Russian language teacher teaching Russian as a foreign language in the conditions of the immersion into sense forming multicultural environment

The integration of world society doesn't only influence the content of educational process, but the level of the difficulty and the progress rate, it causes the necessity of motive-dynamic assessment of the educational efficiency, catalyzing the search for the new educational models and technologies, oriented to the actualization of potential and personal reserves of the students. It is necessary to create the unique system of teacher's work ensuring educational process in foreign environment if we want to realize the most effective model of teaching process building in the conditions of the immersion into sense forming multicultural environment.
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The system of ensuring educational process in multicultural environment has some particularities.

In the classical didactics they distinguish the following stages of teaching process management: planning, organization, regulation (stimulation), control, assessment and result analysis. So, the system of the teacher's work, ensuring the educational adaptation of foreign students, must include the above-mentioned stages. According to these stages of management, we separate four directions of teacher's activity in order to create the system, ensuring the educational adaptation of personality of the foreign student: analytical activity, perspective planning activity, organizational activity: making teaching aids, creating program, didactic, computer, information, material and technical support, monitoring of the results of the immersion into sense forming context of multicultural environment.

Before creating educational kit which will support educational process using the models of the immersion into sense forming context of multicultural environment, the teacher should concentrate upon analysis of the initial academical success, personality-oriented, visual and emotional development of the student, and the present state of program, didactic, computer, information, material and technical support in order to check their accordance with models of the immersion into sense forming context of multicultural environment of foreign student in the process of education in Russian Institution of Higher Education [1].

Planning of teacher's activity, first of all, must receive implementation in the curriculum writing, where will be reflected the main aspects of educational process.
building taking into consideration sense forming context of the multicultural sphere of Russian Institution of Higher Education:

- Description in memorandum apart from academical goals and tasks, those oriented to personal sense development of the foreign students;
- Choice of the directions and stages to achieve goals and tasks in hand;
- Choice of content, definition of forms and methods in lesson planning;
- Application of such forms of control which doesn’t only let to check knowledge, skills and abilities of the students, but follow personal sense forming and visual-emotional development of the foreign student according to determined criteria.

Such points must be included into teacher’s lesson plans. It’s possible to create individual programs of personal sense forming and visual-emotional development of the foreign students contributing to establish individual educational trajectories.

Teacher’s analytical work must be concluded by the organizational work consisting in choosing program, didactic, computer, information, material and technical support in correspondence with created directions of educational process.

**Teacher’s activity to create program support includes:**

We suggest that in the field of the content selection the teachers should use their own modifications of programs in Russian as a foreign language, enriched by visual-emotional elements, which are ministerial to personal and sense forming development of the students. These educational programs will represent creative works of educators, made to illustrate different aspects of the studied material.

**Teacher’s activity to create teaching aids:**

This kind of activity suggests the adaptation of the textbooks of new generation, teaching aids, methodics works in accordance with goals and tasks of the personal and sense forming development of the student; creation of the bank of the original lesson plans, systematized according to different themes of the course.

**Teacher’s activity to create didactic support:**

This activity suggests preparation of the didactic material and hand-outs for the studied themes using the model of the immersion into sense-forming multicultural environment. The application of the didactic means should correspond to goals, content, logic of the suggested material, forms and methods of the learning. We should point out two directions to create the bank of the didactic materials:

- Didactic support of the content, methods and forms of the studied class material;
- Didactic support of the monitoring of the results and quality control of the studied material.

In the system of the teacher’s work ensuring the content of educational process at visual and emotional basis they distinguish three aspects, destined to construct three psychological and didactic situations: the introduction of the theoretical knowledge; research activity of the students; creation of the emotional situation, contributing to personal and sense forming development of the student—foreigner [2].
In order to provide good introduction of the theoretical knowledge the teacher should make and accumulate different schemes, graphics, diagrams, tables, and drawings-symbols.

To realize research activity the teacher should create problem tasks and role plays, challenges, cards with assignments, questions to the audience; contemporaries’ considerations about historical figures; discussions based on proposed questions for revising the material; algorithms for analysis of picture reproductions, reflecting the historical events; historical or literature facts, helping to understand better the studied period and having controversial appraisal among contemporaries, historians, political and state leaders; texts, paragraphs of the documents, reference books and other educational, publicist, scientific, and artistic literature.

The activity providing visual and emotional situations involves accumulation, elaboration and systematization of different didactic means, which let to attach personal sense to visuality. In the content of this activity we can underline the following tendencies:

1. Creation of the of visual historical characters (illustrations, historical portraits, the portraits of the state, political and other leaders, reproductions of the pictures), plunging students into the lesson atmosphere.
2. Creation of «music box» with different musical masterpieces. This musical material should be classified according to the scale of emotional states, for instance E.A.Zinchenko, and systemized thematically.
3. Creation of “art gallery”, including didactic material permitting to create artistic types (the pictures of sculptures, painting, architecture);
4. Creation of «color spectrum» – a set of multicolored cards, applications, shading colours, color music. The use of the color in the educational process can create the necessary emotional state among students, and correspondingly, his immersion into foreign environment.
5. Creation of «literary reception room» – the bank of literary characters, literary figures of poetic masterpieces; rich in emotions dramatic extracts; bright visual sketches, permitting to make certain emotional and psychological attitudes.
6. Creation of emotional pauses, made with the help of music, poetry, photos, video clips.
7. Creation of teacher’s eloquent expressions (idioms, proverbs, proverbial phrase of Russian people, epithets, metaphors, visual, expressive examples of the real life).
9. Creation of the bank of the emotional representations at multimedia basis.
10. Creation of the bank of characters- symbols.
11. Creation of the thematic recordings, tape recordings, reproducing animal voices, the sounds of the wind, sea, rain and etc.
12. Selection of objects, things for interior styling, conveying different meanings (amenities, costumes, elements of decorations and etc).
Teacher’s work directed to systematization of didactic materials according to these directions must be carried out taking into consideration age psychology [3].

All these materials should be systemized according to their use: for lectures, workshops, practical studies, original work and etc.

**Teacher’s activity directed to create computer support includes the following types of work:**

- Creation of computer data basis related to personal, sense forming and visual and emotional education;
- Computer support of the course;
- Application of information technologies in educational process, use of Internet resources, electronic encyclopedia and reference book, electronic tables, text and graphics redactor, image redactor to introduce visual and emotional aspects into educational processes.

New information technologies let to the teacher and the student to create different images in the form of graphics, cartons, multimedia presentations with bright illustrations (video clips and sound). New information technologies advantages are programmed in wide possibilities that they offer (promptness and dynamics of image creation, text editing, music accompaniment, range of colours). Visual images, made, for example, with the help of computer animation tools, will stimulate сопереживание, сочувствие, облегчат mutual understanding between educators and students. The teacher can use them in his practical works, for his lectures, workshops, conversations and other forms of the education.

**The activity destined to create computer support suggests:**

- Application of different forms of intersubject collaboration of teachers while introducing the new model of educational process building in the conditions of the immersion into sense forming multicultural environment;
- Drawing of teacher’s work results while introducing the new model of educational process building in the conditions of the immersion into sense forming multicultural environment (articles, new lesson plans, programs for the courses) and their presentation in mass media and Internet;
- teacher’s participation in research and creative projects devoted to current sense forming development of the students;
- experience exchange at the workshops and scientific conferences.

**Teacher’s activity of ensuring material and technical support suggests:**

- modernization, classroom decoration in correspondence with goals and tasks of the model of the educational process at the basis of immersion into sense forming context of multicultural environment;
- modernization of the technical equipment used in the classroom: tape recorders, musical instruments, tele- and radio gadgets, video players, film projector, office equipment: photocopying equipment, scanner, means of showing information (video - and multimedia projector), slide projector and graphic projector, liquid-crystalline projection panel.
Monitoring of the results includes the following directions of the teacher’s work:

- elaboration of monitoring procedure;
- creation of diagnostic basis of quality monitoring of education under the conditions of building the educational process upon visual and emotional basis;
- monitoring of students’ activity according to criteria of sense forming experience;
- monitoring of students’ activity according to criteria of emotional and visual development;
- examination of the academical achievements of the students (knowledge and skills);
- teacher’s work with «portfolio» («achievement register») of the students. We consider sensible the introduction into “portfolio” of foreign students, the works creating visual images and reconstructing theoretical material into visual one and vice versa: original statements, «reports» about the country, Russian culture, Russian writers and cities, events, letters to political and state leaders, schemes, posters, drawings and etc.

At present in pedagogic literature we can find a lot of screening assignments, discovering not only the level of the skills in this particular subject, but the level of students’ abilities development. However it is necessary to remember, that the diagnostics in this model of the education has his own particular features, determined by the criteria and levels of visual and emotional and personal and sense forming development of the students. Diagnostic procedures must discover the level of training standard and quality of knowledge, as well as the level of the development of their visual and emotional, personal and sense forming spheres. Didactic material is the basis of such diagnostics, it must differ in creativity, originality, it must be enriched by sense, visual and emotional elements, and contribute to revealing creative potential of the student-foreigner’s personality [5].

We propose to give different creative assignments, if we need to examine their personal and sense forming, visual and emotional development, so we do not only assess subject progress (particularly Russian language mastering), but originality, creativity, imagination development, students’ creative abilities. Such assignments can be systemized according the following criteria:

1. **Modify the theoretical material into visual one.** For example:
   - Show with the help of the symbolic figures studied material (at the example of the materials of the scientific speech style);
   - Choose the literate character (from the studied texts), which is close to you by his temper or the mood.
   - With the help of different means (musical, artistic, literate) express the meaning of the studied material;
   - Write in Russian a typescript for the film, spectacle, or the poem or the song to illustrate a topic;
   - Make a multimedia presentation using the studied material.
The teacher, giving to pupils such assignments, gives them absolute freedom in color, size, material, means choice, of images. However assessing the results, the teacher must take into consideration all the above-mentioned parameters, but the speed of assignment fulfillment, the level of originality, creativity, abstractiveness, correspondence of the created visual images to the content of the modified theoretical material. These indices speak about the degree of the students’ visual thinking, their emotional state and relation towards the studied material, it shows the significance of the studied material for the students.

2. **Modification of the sense forming material into theoretical one.** For example:
   – analyze, find out the cause-and-effect relations and make the theoretical conclusions after reading the extract (as an example they give an extract from the text);
   – analyze the reproductions of two pictures (of national and foreign artists), explain what common traits exist;
   – explain the meaning of this metaphor (winged words, epithet, idiom) in application to the studied theme;
   – case study: listen to the song or look at the picture reproduction and discover the features of the period, determine historical characters, staying behind the symbols of these works, explain the reasons of this work creation in this period, what it symbolizes, what emotions prevail in character’s soul and what emotions the author of the book experience.

In the spectrum of the assessment of the creative works, apart from traditional points, there are divergence of the thinking, similarity, associativity, which will also testify about the level of visual and emotional development of the students and in consequence of their sense forming sphere development.

3. **Presentation of the theoretical material in visual and emotional context.** For example:
   – while studying the subject, we suggest to the students to play the role of one of the literature characters, historical, political, state leaders and compose the appropriate speech, on behalf of this person;
   – to write the report (about your visit to museum, exhibition, theatre, excursion around the town, the film you have seen, a meeting with an interesting person);
   – to write a letter to Russian government, expressing ideas and feelings about its foreign policy;
   – to write a reply on behalf of historical, political or state leader upon letters of the leaders, scientists, writes, painters and etc who are in opposition with their explanations about the choice of the historical way for Russia;
   – to write a letter to probable leader of any direction of the social movement expressing admiration or denial of his ideas and actions.

The assessment of these texts, written by the students, is made from the assessments of the levels of emotionality, imagination, argumentativeness of their thoughts, unstandardized approach, ingenuity, invention, self-sufficiency and independence of...
thinking, which are exhibitions of creative mentality. The high level of the empathy will prove that the studied material is of great value, reflected in these compositions will reveal personal significance for foreign students of the studied material, understanding and apprehension of the phenomena of this multicultural environment.

The analysis of the experimental data show, that the introduction of the model of the educational process depends upon teacher’s goal-oriented activity in a greater degree having the aim to organize the effective system of educational process support by making teaching aids, creating program, didactic, computer, information, material and technical support, monitoring of the results of the immersion into sense-forming context of multicultural environment [4].

The analysis of the received data and practical effects of the realization of the model of the educational process built upon the immersion into sense forming context of multicultural environment of Russian Institution of Higher Education in whole proved when applied the efficiency of this model.
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